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A proven track
record

have known each other for three decades,
most of their working lives, having both
started as apprentice pattern makers
working for a Tooling and Foundry supplier
to the motorsport sector.
As Jonathan Woodward recalls:
“Originally, Foley had been established by
two engineers to manufacture foundry
patterns, with conventional and then
CNC machine tools. I joined back in
2005, becoming employee number six,
closely followed by Matt. We had worked
with the company with Foley supplying
Pattern tooling to produce cast parts for
our foundry and knew the reputation and
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various casting components going

states Jonathan Woodward. “The answers

through the workshop in small batches.

provided by everyone at Belotti inspired

This started as a prototyping project

us, and we selected a machine from the

then we received a 12-month contract

Navy range. It has the cutting power we

to make 700 sets. However, because the

wanted at the rotary/tilting head, but

overall quality and satisfaction from the
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in position for rigid machining. The head
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to extend by another 12 months to more
we have designed for the customer. And,
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Given both of their histories with the
motorsports industry it is no surprise that

Some machine suppliers could not oﬀer

enough for the job.
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oﬀered by Belotti was unmatched. “Many

Foley Patterns Ltd

We are a Precision Engineering company who
specialize in large 5 axis Composite
and 3 axis machining.

&

We offer complete tooling design and
manufacturing with the supply of ferrous
and non- ferrous raw and machined castings.

Engineering Excellence

Foley Technologies Ltd

Foley Patterns Ltd &
Foley Technologies Ltd
are pleased to announce
the arrival of the first
Belotti Navy 5 Axis CNC
machine to be installed
in the UK at its West
Midlands headquarters.

Tel: 01384 396 550 Email: sales@foleypatterns.co.uk
Foley Patterns Ltd. Block G, Bay 1, The Stourbridge Ind Estate, Mill Race Lane, Stourbridge. DY8 1JN

www.foleypatterns.co.uk
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machining capacity the Belotti Navy will be
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“We are working on automotive projects
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on this promise.”

RFQ`s for marine and Green energy

www.cannonshelley.com

Available with X-axis travels of 4 up to
60 m and Y-axes between 4.2 to 8.8 m, the
Navy machining centre range was originally
developed to meet the demands of the
marine sector and can be specified with
Z-axis travels of 2 up to 6 m. Although the
Belotti Navy 6250 is one of many machines
in the range the Italian company had to
re-engineer the machine to fit within the
factory constraints on Foley’s 10,000 ft2
shopfloor. An apex ceiling required the
machine bed to be lowered, but all factory
modifications were carried out with rigidity
in mind.
Foley selected the Heidenhain iTNC530

applications for machining of large
composite

Machining

Matt Woodward continues: “We do not

Jonathan Woodward concludes:

